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The Presentation
Passion Marginale

Ricardo Fernandes Gallery presents "Passion Marginale", the third solo exhibition by Finnish
artist Sami Korhonen to be held in Paris from March 6 to May 3, 2021.
Fashion-artist, designer, costume designer for theatre and film and art producer, Sami
Korhonen presents a very fine series that combines photography, painting, collage and Haute
Couture, to express his own vision of Paris and life in in the city. Through these pictures that
become artworks, he reveals the path that leads to his researches when creating costumes
and plunged into the extravagant theatrical world.
These works are impregnated of drama directly from the theatre and the cinema of the 50s,
for which he feels an immense fascination since the beginning of his career.
His project, firstly presented at the Cloître des Billettes Art Centre at the Parisian Marais area
back in 2016, shows a melancholic and marginal character who wanders on the banks of the
river Seine, in Paris, in search of her identity in a playful universe populated by heroic and
violent acts but always imbued with a loud humanity.

Ricardo Fernandes, Paris, 2016
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What makes a view a scene ?
Passion marginale
It is a cold Parisian afternoon on the river Seine. The death-pale riverside trees quiver by the
dark sound of the church bells of the Notre Dame, making the last dry leaves fall into the
river, where the strong current spins and abuses them before swallowing the damp, lifeless
crusts in its endless darkness.
She knows there is no turning back now. Slight uncertainty shivers in her moist eyes. Her
dark, red lips pinched tightly together leave the mouth looking like a fresh, bloody cut.
"What have I done!?" The hardness of the reality chokes her with its cold and bony hands.
But then, like a menacing storm cloud, the shadow of the next question begins to tarnish
the horizon: "What do I do now?"
In Passion Marginale I am exploring my creative process, leaving it all visible and open. Open
as a story but also open for interpretation. I am designing costumes for this imaginary
character, who is trapped in a story that has no beginning nor ending.
The character in a play or a movie is a sum of many parts, including, but not limited to, the
actor's interpretation, director's vision, set design, costumes and the viewer's perspective.
However, it is often thought that the character is created mainly by the actor. So what
happens if we remove the actor from the equation, then do we have enough information to
complete the character?
I'm also playing with the role of the costume in different times. The inspiration for the
character in these images comes from the 50's, but the style of the clothes presented here
might have had different connotations during that time than what they have today. When we
see a certain piece of clothing in specific surroundings, worn by a character, it changes our
perception of that piece of clothing.
Is the human figure in the picture an actor in a scene from a movie or is this image an
imagined documentation of a 'real' event and the figure a representation of a 'real' woman?
And does this define whether her clothes are a costume or rather a fashion item. How do we
define that?
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The blurred line between fashion and costume is something that I find very interesting. What
is the difference between these two entities and is there really a difference?
The locations inspire the photographs that inspire the story that creates the character that
gives birth to the costumes. The public is in charge of completing the story.

Sami Korhonen, Paris, 2016
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Artist Bio
Sami Korhonen was born in Helsinki, Finland, in 1977. From his early childhood he was
already drawing objects, pets and costumes for imaginary characters, everything he
reproduced seemed real in his child's world. It was in fact when he got his first coloring book
that he became interested in drawing. But, as he didn’t have colored pencils in hand, he drew
his first Snow White in black pencil.
Since then, he began to draw and color with whatever came to his hand, created makeup,
varnished nails, drew jewelry and gave life to fantasy characters carefully preserved by his
mother until today.
As a teenager he began to create unusual pieces for his friends, using all kinds of materials
and leaving aside the world of reality and tendentiousness to dive into the imagination when
creating costumes to his characters.
After attending the Helsinki Polytechnic in Finland, he studied at Anhembi Morumbi São
Paulo and the FUMEC Belo Horizonte in Brazil, and is specialized in fashion design trying to
reach a line of creation based on freedom of expression, research on new materials and
tools, while still using a very precise technique, based on mathematics to realize his
creations.
Sami has never created a way to dress, but clothes to dream. It is through this concept and
through his experience on costume design that he created costumes for many theatre and
film projects in Europe.
In 2015, invited by Brazilian curator Ricardo Fernandes, to participate in an exhibition
inspired by the 50's, 60’s and 70’s and Brigitte Bardot influence on several generations of
young girls, Sami presented in Sao Paulo a project entitled BB Collection, which was not a
simple replica of the time, but a contemporary theatrical reading of the fashion of that time.
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In his “Passion Marginale” project, Sami Korhonen presents his research on a female
character that walks on the banks of the river Seine, creating a climax in which, always with
a lot of elegance, she depicts heroic actions, often violent that tell us about her life, her
story, her relationship with love and her way of living intensively her “Passion Marginale”.
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Curriculum Vitae
Exhibitions/Shows
Food for Thought, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France

2020

Collective Exhibition
Not Going Anyware, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France

2020

Collective Exhibition
Ismo Dance Company, Helsinki, Finland

2020

Costume Design
Ismo Dance Company, Marché Dauphine, Paris, France

2019

Costume Design
Animalier, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery, Paris, France

2019

Collective Exhibition
aestival 07, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery at Cloître des Billettes Cultural Center,
Paris, France

2018

aestival 07, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery at CBCC, Paris, France

2017

aestival 06, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery at CBCC, Paris, France

2016

Brigitte Bardot Dans l'Intimite Exhibition, Sao Paulo, Brazil

2015

Costumes/Collection presentation
Ballade de la Soupe Populaire by Emilia Pöyhönen, Paris, France

2015

Costumes for Theater
Speculum Short film by Kira Poutanen, Paris, France

2014

Costumes, Direction
Solitudo Short film by Kira Poutanen, Paris, France

2014

Costumes, Direction
Ca Foxtrotte dans la Botte de Mamie by Sirkku Peltola, Paris, France

2014
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Costumes for Theater
Purge by Sofi Oksanen, Paris, France

2013

Costumes for Theatre
Sami Korhonen Fashion show SS13, Paris, France

2012

Individual catwalk show
Sami Korhonen Fashion show at Zafferano, London, England

2012

Macmillan charity event
Façonner event at the Playboy Club London

London, England

2012

Participation in a collective fashion show
Riikka Timonen

Paris, France

2011

Paris, France

2010

Paris, France

2010

Paris, France

2009

Paris, France

2009

Helsinki, Finland

2009

Helsinki, Finland

2009

Paris, France

2008

Paris, France

2008

Perfoming costumes for a singer
Ou Commence le Ciel by Albert Einstain
Costumes for theater
Nainen
Individual exhibition
Gibier d’élevage by Kenzaburo Oé
Costumes for theater
Basics
Individual fashion art exhibition
Finnish Catwalk
Collection presentation
AIA
Costumes for a vocal ensemble
Autoportrait by Edouard Levé
Costumes for Theater
Déguisé en Homme by Leena Krohn
Costumes for theater
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Beleza da Arte Escondida, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

2006

Individual catwalk show including video installation
Cahvia Kiitos!, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

2005

Individual show including video installation, dance
Model Of The Year 2004, Helsinki, Finland

2004

12 looks as part of a collective fashion show
Bossa Nova, Helsinki, Finland

2003

Individual catwalk show as part of the Helsinki Fashion Week 2003

Education
Fashion Design
FUMEC University

Belo Horizonte, Brazil

2006

Finland

2003

Finland

2002

São Paulo, Brazil

1998

Lahti, Finland

1997

Helsinki, Finland

1996

Clothing and Fashion
Helsinki Polytechnic (Stadia)
International Business
Helsinki Business Polytechnic (Helia)
Fashion School
Anhembi Morumbi University
Diploma in Theatre
Lahti College of Theatre
Matriculation examination
Mäkelänrinne High School

Awards and Grants
Alfred Kordelin Foundation Grant for Artistic Project
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The Critique
Paris has always been a scene for passionate stories in the cinema, from Les
Enfants du Paradis to Les Amants du Pont Neuf, love stories where a man meets a
woman, where the avenues meet the narrow streets, where the grandiose
monuments meet the slow movement of the river Seine.
This atmosphere of drama and passion is also present in fashion artist Sami
Korhonen’s collages at the Centre culturel Cloître des Billettes. Sami Korhonen’s
photographs give the feeling that once again something has just happened or is
just about to happen, that another passionate story, another tragedy awaits just
around the corner.
The pictures have been taken this past winter on the banks of the Seine, the very
heart vein of Paris. The flowing, troubled waters of the river seem to change colour
with every season, every hour and every movement of the sun above this city of
light. What secrets, what passion and what hidden parts of human emotion do they
hide?
Korhonen’s interesting collage work also points out the importance of costume
design in creating a dramatic feeling for a scene. What can one see in a scene when
its characters have been stripped off of their facial expressions and the lines of a
script? What kind of a story does the viewer write in his or her mind with only a
décor and a costume?
What does a blue dress mean to you? Or a silver gown? What stories does your
mind start to write when you see the Eiffel tower or the Invalides? Who do you think
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has carved the hearts and names on the old trees by the Seine? Traditional
passionate lovers or marginal couples? Is their love still alive or was it a lie even
when it was carved in the wood?
When looking at the beautiful figures of the female characters in the pictures,
maybe already gone or still fighting for their life, one cannot help but think of the
difficult winter the city of Paris and us Parisians have had to go through. The
bodies of young, beautiful people lying on the streets of Paris on November 13th
2015 when the vibrant life of a Parisian Friday night suddenly came to a horrific
halt.
The horror of that night – not to mention the other terrorist attacks in 2015 – has
affected us all, its sorrow and pain stay present in the collective unconscious, and
naturally comes through in our art.
But looking at the beautiful women with their flaming hair and flowing dresses
another thought comes to mind: Paris is, and always has been, even through the
difficult years of revolution, wars, occupation and terrorism, a strong, beautifully
mysterious lady, a true Marianne, a hitchcockian beauty, who might stumble but
does not fall. Maybe none of the “Parisiennes” in these pictures has actually lost all
hope; they are merely fighting for their life.
Paris might have been wounded in the heart in 2015 but she is still very much alive
and hoping for better days. Just like the characters in Sami Korhonen’s Passion
Marginale.
Kira Poutanen, Paris, 2016
Fluctuat Nec Mergitur.
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The Gallery
Inaugurated in Paris in May 2009, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery seeks to present
contemporary art to the European market. It is a continuation of a project of over
twenty years, which began with the opening of his first gallery in Brazil and an
international career in which Ricardo Fernandes is actively involved in promoting his
artists.
Today, located in the Flee Market district, Ricardo Fernandes Gallery operates in an
extremely dynamic and resolutely cosmopolitan environment that reinforces its
international and artistic values. It hosts a selection of forms of visual arts (painting,
sculpture, photography, installations ...) and opens up to a wide variety of
contemporary artistic expressions.

With its constant support to Latin American and international artists and its
involvement in the development of a regional market in full expansion, Ricardo
Fernandes Gallery participates in the diversity, artistic and cultural interaction in the
City of Paris.

Photos SK
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General Information
Show Title:

Passion Marginale (in English, Marginal Passion)

Artist:

Sami Korhonen (Finland)

Description:

Photography, painting, collage, haute couture on canvas in
a mixed media project.

Curator:

Ricardo Fernandes

Scenography:

Ricardo Fernandes

Catalogue
(available only online): Ricardo Fernandes
Kira Poutanen
Sami Korhonen

Vernissage:

March 6 from 2pm to 5pm

Exhibition:

March 6 to May 3, 2021

Hours:

Daily from 10am to 6pm (please check time table and
conditions on our website:
www.ricardofernandes.biz/contact-us/

Presentation: Ricardo Fernandes, Any Collin
Translation: Any Collin
Organizer:
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The Sketches

Untitled 01 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 02 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 03 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 04 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 05 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 06 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Untitled 07 (croquis), from the series Passion Marginale (photo SK)
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Making of Passion Marginale

Photo Ikse Maître
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Photos : Ikse Maître, Ricardo Fernandes
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The Artworks (media images)

Marianne III, from the series Passion Marginale, Sami Korhonen, mixed technique
on canvas, 2016, 150cm x 100cm (59in x 39.3in)
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Marianne V, from the series Passion Marginale, Sami Korhonen, mixed technique on
canvas, 2016, 150cm x 100cm (59in x 39.3in)
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Marianne VI, from the series Passion Marginale, Sami Korhonen, mixed technique
on canvas, 2016, 100cm x 150cm (39.3in x 59.0in)
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Marianne VIII, from the series Passion Marginale, Sami Korhonen, mixed technique
on canvas, 2016, 100cm x 150cm (39.3in x 59.0in)
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